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Abstract
The present study is intended to investigate the
process involved in solving mathematics and physics problems.
The process was hypothesized to consist of five stages,
namely, perceiving, subgoal-forrnul .ting, rule--searching,
rule-applying, and verifying. Abilities in performing each
of these stages were called the process abi ]_ities, which
were means to e .sure Subjects? different attributes of
their abilities in solving Drobl ems
In order to study the relationship o process abi-
lities with other measures, two other var. iables were also
included, these variables were subjects s IQ and school
achievement.
The research took five months to complete and was
carried out in three phases. The first one was done in
May, 1980, in which the oc sential tools for me suring
the process abilities were developed and pilot-tested.
Four problems, two in mathematics (probability) and two
in physics (one on dynamics one on statics) were selected
and presented to a group of 36 subjects. The cidic ates
were all form four science stream students from a subsi-
2dized school in Kowloon. The subjects' solutions to these
problems were analyzed according to the strategies used,
techniques involved, and the process ability test was
put into final form for use with the sample students.
The second phase involved 225 subjects from four
subsidized schools. Sets of tests were administered to
them through their respective teachers. The tests were U_ro-
cess abilitiy tests, IQ test (Advanced Progressive Matrices,
Set II by Raven) and a standard achievement test, The test
materials as well as subjects' examination results in
mathematics and in physics were collected in June and Ju.
The test papers were carefully checked, scored and
coded in a systematic procedure, subjects' final examination
results in mathematics and physics were adjusted by their
scores in the standard achievement test, The data were then
processed through computer. At the final stae of the resear-
ch, analyses of the obtained data and the procedure were
completed in July, 1980.
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tfesults of the analyses were as follows:
1. A causal model was developed to describe subjects'
processes in solving problems in mathematics and phy-
sics. This model consists of the following four stages:
i. perceiving
ii. subgoal--formulating
iii. rule--searching and rule-applying
iv. verifying.
2. The five ability tests might be used to measure the
several attributes of subjects' problem solving abilities.
Besides, a general problem solving ability (GPSA) was
also found to exist and might be treated as a measure
of subjects' ability in solving general probl en s c GPSA
was also found to be a better predictor of subjects'
school achievement than was IQ.
3. The effect of IQ on school achievement was quite weak,
Further analysis showed-that IQ did not directly affect
:school achievement. Relation between IQ and school ach-
ievement was only through an indirect path via percei-
ving and rule-applying,
44. AmonL the five process abilities, is was found that
subgoal--forrmiulating and rule-applying viere relatively
more difficult than the others. In other words, sore
subjects could not solve a particular problem because
they could devise plans (sequences of subgo.als) or
could not apply thy rules to solve the problerms.
5. There was no significant difference between the tyro
sexes on the process abilities, GPSA and IQ.
6. Members of the high pro bleu i solving ability group was
found to be superior ire the five process abilities
as well as in G-PS Ao. This suggests that a food proble
solver is a person who is good at all techniques re-
quired in solving problems in mathernatics and pbhsics
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1Introduction
Mathern=ttics and physics have two facets: the first
consists of theories, which are actually sets of theorems
and rules derived from some basic laws or postulates
with the second facet, the inductive process is -adopted
in the formulation of theories in mathematics and physics.
Consider an example, the theory of Eucledian Geometry was
constructed from several basic postulates, with ,-ihich all
the theorems may be proved by logical arr ument s, that is,
by the deductive method. The theory is, in itself, consis-
tent and logical. However, the construction of these
postulates, and theorems, or the finding of the proofs of
the theorems may not be so obvious and logical, These
may be done by applying human knowledge and experience in
a systematic sense. This process is experimental and
inductive. Both processes, the inductive and deductive, are
essential for the learning of mathematics and physics.
It is commonly experienced by teachers that students
usually find physics and mathematics problems difficult
2to solve. The :probable reason is that, most of the time
only the deductive part of mathematics or physics is taught
in lesson. Students are taught only the facts or laws.
They are not required to think of how the facts or laws
were discovered, how the postulates were hypothesized,
how the proofs were invented and how the learned knowledge
is to be applied to solve new problems. It follows that
the major difficulty of most students would be the solving
of new problems in mathematics and physics which demand
the application of the learned knowledge. When facing a
problem, a student may have to devise his own strategy
and find a way to solve it. In most cases, this is not
taught assistance, if any, may come only through the
examples given by teachers or in textbooks0 Furthermore,
as the student has not been taught the inductive process,
he does not possess any similar experience in devising
the strategy and searching for steps in solving problems.
The teaching of how to solve problems wit-,h adequate
strategies, if it can be done, will certainly be of great
help in easing this difficulty.
3The reasons for not teaching this process of problem:,.
solving may be many: some teachers think that it has been
demonstrated through examples while. others think that it
should be developed by students themselves. It is perhaps
quite easy for some bright students to derive this mental
strategy but for the others, it is not easy to gain an
insight to this complex process. It is this latter type
of students, who form the majority, and they are the ones
who need the teaching of problem solving techniques.
Even if it is agreed that problem solving techniques
should be taught to students, it is surprising that know-
ledge on this aspect has been so scarce, many related ques-
tions have not been identified. In most part-, the strategy
or the process involved in problem solving is still an
unknown mental function. Why some students are better pro-
blem solvers than others is yet an unanswered question. Is
this difference due to human intelligence or learning
effectiveness? All these and other questions have to be
answered before we can actually attempt to teach how to
solve problems,
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Although the problem solving process has long been
investigated, no definite finding has been obtained. It
is not that the investigations were invalid, but that
the problems used in the studies %P,ere mostly ar-'Uifi cial
and the results thus obtained might not be applied in
real classroom situations. Problems used as experimental
tools were grouped into four classes by Feldhusen, Houtz,
Ringenbach and Last (1971):
1. Puzzle--insight problems: These are basically aritfi-
cial intellectual games, in which the initial
conditions and final goal are precisely stated and
there is severe little number of ways to go between
the two. Examples are: Maier's (1945) two string
and hatrack problem, Katona's (1940) matchstick
problems and anagrams.
2. Process problems: All these problems are actually
structures in which there are a number of discrete
decision points where the choice made by the problem
solver may be observed and recorded. Examples are:
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Switch-light problem (John,1957 Tyler, 1958
Davis, Maasks Train 1958), the verbal maze problems
Hayes, 1965), simulated problem situations (Glaser,
Camrin Gardner, 1954 Rimolde, 1960 Streufert,
Kliger, Castore Driver, 1967) and concept iden-
tification problems (Bruner, Goodnow Austin, 1956
Bourne, Ekstrand Dominowske, 1971)
3. Component problems: This type of studies investigates
the components and skills involved in problem sol-
ving. The results of these studies riza.?^ e -possible
the classification of tasks based on the same com-
ponents and skills. Examples are: Guilford's
battery of tests used to establish the structure-
of-intellect model of intelligence, the Torence
Test of Creative Thinking (1966) and Unfinished
Stories (Lundsteen Michael, 1966).
4. Real--life-relevant problems: This type of problems
were designed to be realistic and interesting for
the students, so that they would accept it as some-
thing they would like to solve. An example is D.J.
6Treff finger' s Fighting on the playground in which.
subjects are required to think of the ways in which
playground fights can be stopped.
With only a few exceptions, problems used in these
studies were mostly artificial games conducted in controll--
ed situations, S-candura (1977) and Newell and Simon (1972)
did use mathematical problems in their studies, yet the
problems chosen were limited only to a specific field
(logical statements). Processes in solving mathematics and
physics problems in general were not yet studied. The
present study aims at analyzing the strategic steps adop-
ted in the process of solvring mathematics and physics
problems in classroom situations,
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Review of Literature
Studies of problem solving are mainly of three
approaches: Firstly, the cognitive Gestalt psychologists
view problem solving as the process of getting an insight
(perceiving) to the problem and the solution comes after
rearranging the inner relations of the information that
the subject has retained. Secondly, the behavioural
psychologists of human learning focus on the analysis of
human problem solving in the simplified language of S-R
terminology. These learned-based problem solving theories
emphasize trial-and-error behaviour, habit-family hierachies,
operantly conditioned responses, chain of associations
and response transfer. Thirdly, the psychologists of in-
formation processing theory attempt to understand the pro-
cess a person uses in working towards the solution of a
problem. The emphasis is on the construction of the inter-
nal model, the strategies one uses, and the assessment of
the progress towards a solution of the problem.
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Models of Problem Solving Process: In order to explain
the proOess of problem solving, many psychologists have
come up with different models. Most psychologists agree
that problem solving is a structured and complex entity,
composed of a series of operations performed in sequential
steps. To describe this entity, different models have
been suggested:
One early important work was done by Polya in 1945
(Polya,1945). In his book How to solve it , he described
four phases of work in solving a problem, they are:
understanding the problem, devising a plan, executing the
plan, and looking back. He also suggested methods for
the accomplishment of each phase.
A. later model was suggested by Newell and Simon
(1972) who have done successfully in s irs_ula t i n g human
behaviour by using computers. Heuristic problem solving
programmes were constructed to simulate human problem
solving behaviours. For example, the Logic Theorist,
which was designed to imitate human behaviour in discover-
ing proofs in elementary symbolic logic, was found to be
quite successful. The success of this and others such as
9that in chess and cryptarithmetic proposed a model vvhl cn
consists of the following stages
1. Input translation: The problem solver produces an in-
ternal representation of external environment.
2. Selecting method: The problem solver selects a parti-
cular method which bears some rational relation
to the attainment of solution to the problem, as
formulated and seen in terms of the internal re-
presentation.
3. Applying method: The selected method is used to control
the behaviour of the problem solver,
4. Terminating method: Three options are then open to
the problem solver:
a. another method may be attempted,
b. a different internal representation may be se-
lected and the problem reformulated, or
c. the attempt to solve the problem may be abandoned.
5. Producing subgoals: During its operation, a method
may produce new problems-- subgoals, which are to
be reached in order to solve the problem--and the
problem solver may select to attempt one of these.
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The model developed by Newell and Simon basically
assumes that human, when solving a problem, is an informa-
tion processing system. A similar model was developed by
Scandura (1974) in studying mathematical problems. This
model is described as a structural/process approach and
basically consists of rules of several hierarchical
orders of subsumption and executive control mechanisms.
The problem solver is assumed to proceed in the following
stages:
1. The problem solver breaks a problem into parts.
2. He then formulates goals for the parts as well as for
the whole solution.
3, He searches for rules which can serve to achieve the
goals or solutions.
4. He judges the adequacy of each rule considered.
5. If the rule is adequate, he proceeds to another sub-
goal if not, he switches to higher order rules hich
govern the use of lower order ones. Judgement of ade-
quacy is also made at this point.
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The latter two models described have been shown to
be adequate to a certain extent though they are problem
specific: Newell and Simon successfully imitated human
behaviour in solving problems in symbolic logic, cryptarith-
metic and chess, while Scandura's Model chiefly deals with
mathematical problems. Yet it inay be found that they
consist of similar stages. This suggests the existence of
a general model of which the above two models are only
preliminary sketches.
Strategy of Problem Solving: she problem solving process
has been described by the above models, but what makes
the problem solver proceed like this, for example, in the
model of Newell and Simon, why does the subject select
method before he applies it? Also, when he proceeds
from the step applying method to the step terminating
method, must there be a mechanism controlling all these?
Both Gagne (1977) and Miller Galanter and Pilgrim (1960),
though they named it differently, agreed on the existence
of such a mechanism. Gagne called it the cognitive strategy
and defined it as the internal process of executive
control which can modify and regulate the process of
12
learning, in which problem solving is treated as a kind
of learning, while Miller et . al. called it a plan and
defined it as any hierachical process in the organism
that can control the order in which a sequence of opera-
tions is to be performed.
Subgoals in Problem Solving Process: In both the models
of Newell and Simon and Scandura, it is assumed that
problem solvers break up the problem into subproblems
(parts) and then attempt to solve each of them. Actually,
there is a descrepancy between the opinions held by dif-
ferent psychologists. There are some other psychologists
who believe that a subject solves a problem as a whole
(John, 1910 Granham Wallas, 1926 Kingsley and Gary, 1957).
For example, Wallas (1926) thought that a problem is
solved in four stages: preparation, inOcubation, illumina-
tion and verification. The solution is thought to come
out suddenly as a whole after the problem is deeply in-
cubated,
This descrepancy may be answered partly by the
experiments done by some psychologists using anagrams,
which is a game in which the subject is ashed to reorga¬
nize the given letters into a meaningful word. Usually,
anagrams are just strings of letters with no apparent
organization, but experiments found that if the anagram is
a word, the process of breaking it up and making it into
another word might be delayed. Berlin and Horn (1962)
proved this by constructing a, list of anagrams in unor¬
ganized or nonsense form—for example, erten (for which
the solution is enter)-—and another list, equated for word
frequency and other variables in word form—for example,
cause (sauce). The results showed timt the word anagrams
were much more difficult with an average solution time
of 16.7 seconds as compared to 9.4 seconds for the non¬
sense anagrams. They concluded that a word did resist
analysis and organization more than a meaningless group
of letters. This effect was called the inhibitory effect.
Similar tests were done to the substructures (com¬
binations of two or three letters). Mayzner and Tresselt
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(,1959) demonstrated t.at though familiar substructures
were also more difficult to be broken up and reorganized,
the effect was much smaller than the effects of the whole
word. The inhibitory effect is much smaller for subs-
tructures than for whole words,
The above experiments suggest that when the ana-
gram is an easy one, (for example, a nonsense word),
the wholistic method is sufficient horiever, if the
anagram is difficult (for example, a familiar word), the
subject would have to break up the initial pattern into
substructures and manipulate them one at a time, The
anagram is then solved after all the subproblems (sub-
structures) are solved and synthesized,, If this discussion
may be generalized and extended to other problems, we can
then say wholistic methods might be good for solving easy
probl ems while the method of breaking up a problem into
subproblems is better in solving harder problems.
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Abilities of Problem Solving: While model but Laing was
the task of one group of psychologists, another group
of psychologists engaged themselves in measuring of
problem solving skills related to the application of the
strategy and the stages in the problem solving process
A summary of these efforts was given by Feldhusen, Houtz
and Rigenbach (1971) who reviewed the literatures and
identified 12 distinct problem solving, shills as shover
below:
i. sensing that a problem exists
ii. defining the problem specifically
iii. asking questions about the problem
iv. guessing causes
v. clarifying the goal statement of the situation
portrayed
vi. judging whether sufficient informations has been
presented to solve the problem
vii. noti cing relovant or critical details of the
situation
viii. redefining common objects in unusual roles
ix. forseeing consequences or i.nllications
x. selecting an activity which could. verify or test
a possible solution or hypothesis
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xi. selecting the only possible solution arnong several
alternatives
xii. selecting the most unusual solution from among
several possible ones,
They then devised a set of tests calleci Xuraue
Elementary Problejl-- olving Inventory designed to assess
these 12 abilities and administered to 364 second graders.
Factor analysis of the scores obtained supported six of
the 12 skills:
i. verification
ii. noting relevant details
iii. sensing problems
iv. defining the problems (integrating details)
v. seeing J-m-n-li cat ions
vi. seeing familiar things in unfamiliar ways.
However, there was no support for a general problem sol-
ving factor,
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Though theoretically oriented, Robert M. Garnge (1977)
in his book The conditions of learning suggested another
set of factors which were not much different from the set
mentioned above:
i. ability to recall relevant rules that have been.
previously learned.
ii. ability to use efficient searching strategy
iii. ability in differentiating concepts
iv. fluency of hypotheses
v. strategy of -latching specific instances to C.
general class.
Relationship between Problem Solving Abilities and other
Cognitive Variables: The same group of psychologists then
proceeded to find the relationship of problem solving
abilities to other cognitive variables. The Purdue Elemen-
tary Problem-solving Inventory and tests of logical think-
ing, concept formation, language development, perceptual
skills, response style, and measures of reading, IQ, and
school achievement were administered to 1071 second-,
four th-, and sixth- graders from different ethnic and socio-
economic backgrounds. Significant correlations between all
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the measures and problem solving abilities were obtained.
A principal component analysis revealed a distinct problem-
solving factor, separate from measures of school achieve-
ment and language abilities, but related to logical
thinking and conceptual ability (FeldhuSen, Houtz and
Rigenbach, 1974).
Among others, the relationship between pro blen
solving abilities and intelligence was the most inter-
esting topic for many ps1 chologists. Billing (1934)
constructed a series of 60-minute tests in eight academic
areas: geometry, arithmetic, physics, mechanics, economics,
sociology, geography and history in order to test problem
solving separately from mastery of materials involved,
The average intercorrelation of the scores obtained was
.67, which showed the existence of a general factor.
Also, these problem solving criterion scores ,:-sere ±-'oun d
to be highly correlated with general intelligence. Hence,
it is possible that subjects having high IQ are also
good problem solvers.
The same problem was furthered by McNemar (1955)
who intended to identify h:i gh and low problem solvers.
He selected four tests, .judged best by several psycholo¬
gists for his purpose in differentiating problem solvers
from previous research studies on reasoning. These were
tests that had the type and level of reasoning involved
in problem solving,... and low variance on verbal, numer¬
ical, and perceptual factors, 488 college sophomores
attended the tests, 73 with high scores and 73 with low
scores were selected to be compared on other measures.
He then found that good problem solvers were superior in
word fluency, especially fluency in supplying words to fit
a meaningful criterion, in induction and deduction, in
overcoming a set of the well-kn0wn jar prob1ems.
High and low 10 groups were also contrasted by Tate,
Stanier, and Harootunian (1959)? who gave tests of verbal
and abstract reasoning, problem solving games, and thought
problems to 500 pupils in grades seven and eight with a
mean age of about thirteen. The correlation of the compo¬
site score on these tests and IQ was .645? hence it was
concluded that general intelligence Predicted problem col-
ving success moderately well. It vvas a 1 so found that
good problem solvers were significantly superior in nearly
all tests where quality of response, accuracy, or iudge-
ment was required; and without exception, the more complex
the task or the more restricted the requirement, the great¬
er the sureriorty.
We have seen that problem solving abilities were
proved to be related to many other cognitive variables
particularly to intelligence. If general intelligence is
viewed as the ability to solve the general run of life's
problems, high IQ would mean a high ability in solving
general problems which require the other cognitive abi-
lities such as logical thinking, concept formulating, etc..




The chief puroses of the nresent study are as
f11nws:
1. To analyse the cognitive strategy in order to reveal
the process used to solve mathernatics and physics
problems.
2. To study the relationship among the various abilities
related to problem solving, and to investigate the
possibility of the existence of a general rrob _em ol-
vin ability.
3. To differentiate between the high and lo. proble :
solvers an:'_ thus to identify their differences in re--
lated abilities.




1. The five process abilities are related to pro Ir m
solving achievement in certain pattern of causal re-
lationship.
2. There is a general underlying factor which predicts
the subjects' performance in the five problem solving
stages
3.There is significant difference in the problem solvin
process between the high and lol: pro blem solving
ability groups.
4. There is significant differe ce bet, een male and fe-
male subjects in problem solving abilities.
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Definitions
The terms used in the present study are defined
as follows
Cognitive Strategy: a method for collecting and retaining
relevant information for devising steps for formulating
hypotheses, for representing and transforming the data,
for detecting errors, or, in short, a method for finding
a way to a solution. The problem solving process is
controlled by cognitive strategy.
Factor: a factor of a certain variable is a quantity
and the change of this quantity will cau e the chanre of
the variable
General problem solving ability (factor): the ability to.
solve a general 1roblem. Subjects with hich general problem
solving abilities should. be better problem solvers in
nearly all nroblems.
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Heuristic method: procedures or outlines of earchin. for
solutions which are relatively easy to use and are often
based on their effectiveness in solving )revious problems.
This type of methods does not guarantee success. There
are a great number of heuristic met-ho s: Three quite
general varieties are the proximity metlhiod, pattern wat
cling and plam-nin.
Deal sequence of subgoals: The shortest Path (sequence
of subgoals) that leads to the solution of the problem.
Intelligence: Subjects e reasoning abili ties as messured
by JbC.Ravin's advanced Progressive Hatrices, set II
I eans-ends analysis: The desired foal (sub goal) it
compared with the present state of woowleiedc thue to find
an operator--a means--that . ill reduce the difference.
Pattern of causal relationship: Subjects' abilities in
a certain stase may be the eause of the others, whics
may in turn be the cause of still another. The pattern
of these causally related stages called the pattern
of causal rely tionship.
Pattern matching: The -recess of recognising that two
patterns are the same. If the problem to be solved may be
matched with a similar one previously experienced, the
method used then may be employed and thus makes solving
the problem easier.
Planning: The prblein solver decides beforehand how he
is going to solve the problem. The plan itself is often
a rough description of the proposed solution. This des¬
cription may list some subgoals, specify a procedure
or employ an analogy. Plans can be immensely powerful
aids in problem solving. Some examples of planning methods
arc
i. planning by modeling: problem is solved by maniru-
bating the model and translating the model solution
into a real-world solution.
ii. planning by analogy: the solution of one probler
is used to suggest the steps which could be usee
for the solving; of another nroblem.
iii. planning by abstraction: the problem solver simpli.
fies the original problem to obtain what he hopes
is related but easier problem.
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Problem: A situation in which a subject is urged to reach
a goal where the sol l:i.tion cannot be obtained merely by
memory. A problem is characterized by its goal and its
initial situations.
Problem solving -process: The process any subject uses to
reach his goal starting from the initial situation.
Process abilities (Problem solving process Lbiliti es):
There are five process each corresponding to one of the






Proximity method: This method is a kind of
trimming of
the search tree" The person searches several possibilities
and decides on the one which is more likely to lead to
the correct way, one example of this kind of methods is
the means-ends analysis.
School achievement: Subjects1 performance in their schools
expressed in terms of their scores obtained in examinations
and tests in the academic year 1979-80.
Stages (Problem solving stages): It is assumed in the are-
sent study that subjects solve mathematics and rhusics
problems in five stages. They are:
i. perceiving: The subject feels the existence of the
problem, he then translates the problem from
the symbolic representation to his internal
representation. This mould require the problem
to be clarified and defined. After that, he will
prepare to solve the problem by preliminarily
assemblins theing formation
ii. subgoal formulating: The subject may use several
methods after perceiving the problem. He mav
use random search when he has no idea, about what
to do, or he may use the proximity method,
pattern matching, rlanninv or other heuristic
searches based on his knowledge and previous
experience. It is assumed a successful problem
solver usually sets up a sequence of subgoais,
which may be obtained by planning, pattern
matching or by using the proximity methods,
all involving the preliminary organization and
arrangement of information into a meaningful
form. Tie -problem solver using a random search
may have a smaller chance to succeed.
iii. rule-searching: After the sequence of subgoais
have been set, the subject has to find means to
reach each of them. He has to use his semantic
knowle dge, and exrecially the know1e dge speci¬
fic to the topic of choosing rules, principles
and operations to reach each subgoal.
iv. rule-applying: Af' er the ule.s have been chosen for
each subgoal, the subject has a good mastery of
the rule-using nroce lure and arnlies these ruler
to analyse, iterate, and judge the relationship
existing in the problem for a solution,
v. verifying: The result obtained is in symbolic form
and has to be retranslated into the original
language. Also, the solution is checked to see
whether it satisfies the requirements.
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Subronl: The goal for osch subrrobles.
Suboroblem: A Problem is sometimes divided inte smeller




In order to obtain the data required for the analysis
several abilities were measured: The two basic measurements
were IQ and process abilities which were used to predict
subjects' general problem solving abilities and school
achievements. Subjects' sex was also employed as an in-
dependent variable in finding the sex differences in vari-
ous problem solving abilities, which were then treated as
the dependent variables. As problem solving processes in
mathematics and physics were measured separately, three
sets of scores were derived from the measurements, one
corresponding to that in mathematics, the other corres-
ponding to that in physics and the third one corresponding
to the combination of both. A summary of the variables used
in the present study is given in the follov .ing section:
Variables
Variables used in the present study are listed below
1 Process abilities:
PER (MPER,PPER): Perceiving ability (in mathematics,
in physics)
SUB (MSUB,PSUB): Subgoal-formulating ability
SEA (MSEA,PSEA): Rule- searching ability
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APP (MAPP, P APP): Rule-applying ability
VER (MV.ER,PVER): Verifying ability
VERSEA (MNERSEA,PVERSEA): Verifying ability in rule-
searching
VERAPP (MVERAPP,PVERAPP): Veriiyin ability in rule--g
appl ying
Variables in the brackets are-abilities in mathematics
and physics respectively.
2. School achievement scores:
SCH (MATHS,PHY): Unadjusted school achievement scores
AACH (ADLhCH,APACH): Adjusted school achievement scores
3. Intelligence scores:
IQ: Reasoning ability as measured by the Progressive
Matrices,,
4. General problem solving ability:
GPSA (MGPSA,PGPSA): General problem solving ability
deduced from the process abilities.
Rewsearch Design
To test the four hypotheses stated above, the re
search design was divided into four parts:
Causal Pattern: Previous studies on nroblem solving sua-
gested the existence of a control mechanism called either
a strategy or a plan, which controls the steps a subject
uses to solve a problem. However, as different tpes of
problems were studied, different strategies, which yielded
different sequences of stages, were hypothesised Yyj the
psychologists. Even so, i t c an s t ill b c f o un d t ha t t1 e s e
different sequences of stages are to a certain degree
similar. In addition, since only mathematics and physics
problems are dealt with in the present stub, it is thus
quite possible that all subjects use a similar strategy
when they are facing a problem. This strategy controls
the behaviour of the subject so that the problem will be
solved in a sequence of stages similar to that suggested
by the psychologists. The sequence of stages in solving
mathematics and physics problems were thus hypothesised
and summarized as follows:
i. perceiving
ii. subgoal-formulating




The solution of the problem thus, required the com-
pletion of all the stages vhich are assurred to be attempt-
ed sequentially. In order to test the validity or this
strategy, tests were constructed to measure subjects'
abilities in performing the tassk in each stage. Thus there
are totally five process abilities, named as follows:
g abilityi. perceivin
ii. subgoal-- ormula ting ability
iii. rule--searc iinc: ability
iv. rule-applying ability
v. verifying ability
The abilities thus measured were put in a path ana--
lysis to find if there are causual relationships among
them. The effect of IQ on these abilities and that from
these abilities on school achievement were also studied
by using a similar method.
General Problem Solving Ability: The question of whether
there is a general problem solving ability is answered
by applying factor analysis to the five process abilities
to determine the underlying factors, the existence of which
implies the existence of one or more variables which
predict subjects1 performance in problem solving. These
underlying factors were then called the general problem
solving factors.
Difference between High and Low Problem Solving Ability
Groups: Questions may arise as to hy some people are
better problem solvers than others, is it due to higher
intelligence or some other reasons? To answer this question
two groups, called the high GPSA and low GPSA groups,
were identified according to the difference of their
ranks in GPSA and IQ. The two groups were then compared
for their process abilities, 10 and school achievements
in order to see if they were significantly different in
these aspects.
Sex Differences: The two sexes were compared with the sex
difference as the independent variable and their process
abilites, IQ and G-PSA as the dependent variables. The
statistical method Analysis of variance was employed
for this purpose.
Sampling:
The subjects were all form four science stream
students from four subsidized schools in Hong Kong,
The sex distribution, number of classes and students
selected, and location of schools are shown in the follow¬
ing table:
Table 1
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All subjects wore required to take all the tests .
Absentees or tests coy pleted not accordinr to the ins-
tructions were neglected
As the schools selected, are all subsidimed schools
in Hong Kong, and most of them are in lower-middle class
residential areas, it is thus believed that the subiset
are not much different in academic standard and socio_
economic back, round a The results obtained in the presant
study should be able to give a generalization on subsi
dized school students of similar nature
Inst rument Development
Instruments used in the present study were as
P r 1 1 t j c?•
1. IQ test
2. Process abilities test
3. Standard school achievement tes1
With the exception of the IQ test, the Progressive
Matrices, all other instruments were self-constructed
in thP iorpQprii: atnrlv
Process Abilities Test: This test was intended to measure
the five problem solving process abilities. It consists- • »
of four problems, the contents of which are listed below:
Mathematics:
Physic s
Ml: probabi1ity (to ssing coin game
M2: probability (birthday problem)
PI: motion of a particle
P2: lever
The choice of these problems was based on th
following criteria:
1. All the contents are in the form four mathematics and
physics syllabuses, thus all students should have
learnt and retained a large part of the prerequisite
Ion owl prl crp
2. As rules that will be used to solve the problems are
given in the tests, number of these rules may not be
too large so i t may be printed, on the test papers and
would not require the subjects to use too much time.1. o
to go through them. The areas chosen in the present
study require only three or four rules, thus it is
pnni pt -h n p nn+ i]
3- Easier problems may be solved merely by memory or
by trial and error, and does not serve the purpose of
the investigation. Problems are thus chosen such that
they can be solved only through analytical thinking.
Each rroblem was then divided into four nart s, ac-,L- 7
cording to the abilities to be tested, and printed on
separate pages. Corresponding parts of different problem;
were then combined to form four sets of subtests, namely,
perceiving test, subgoal-formutating test, rule-searching
and verifying test, rule-applying and verifying test.
The descriptions of these tests are as follows:
1. Subtest I (perceiving test): This test consisted of
questions which were intended to test
i. whether the subject can fully understand the
problem statements,
ii. whether the subject can have a correct internal
representation of the problem,
iii. whether the subject can grasp the relations among
the different concepts involved.
During this subtest, subjects were confronted with
the problems and the corresponding sets of multiple
choice and fill in the blank questions. The setting of
these questions were based on the criteria stated above
Subjects were then asked to answer these questions, and
marks were given to correct responses.
2. Subtest II (subgoal-formulating test): This test
was intended to test the subjects abilities in forming
subgoals for the solution of the problems. Subjects
were confronted with a set of subgoals and were asked
to choose the ones they would use in order to solve
the problem. The sequence of subgoals answered was
then compared with the ideal suquence, which was the
shortest path leading to the solution. Scores were
given in terms of the length of the sequence and. the
number of correct subvoals chosen.
3. Subtest III (rule-searching and verifying test): In
order to find out subjects® abilities in finding ap¬
propriate rules to be used in each subproblem and in
checking the correctness of his own work, subj e c t s
were given the ideal sequence of subgoals and were
asked to choose from a list given in the same paper
the rules that they had to use in order to reach each
subgoal. Actual application of the rules was not re-
quired. After this was done, sub jects were a. sked to com-
ment on the correctness of the answers (rules) they
gave to each subgoal and to give reasons. Marking
was based on the number of correct rules stated and
the number of correct checkings.
4. Subtest IV (rule-applying and verifying test): Thougl
subjects might know what rules should be used, they
might not be able to apply them correctlyT In order
to test this component, subjects were given the ideal
sequence of subgoals and the rules to be aprlied to
reach each of these goals. Checking of each with reasons
was also required at the end of the test. Marks were
given to correct application and correct checking.
According to the above criteria, items were prepared





























4eachTime for each problem was 40 rninut es. Also
.art of a probe em was printed on s ep ,rat e page es to mini
mize the possibility that subjects would correct any
m skes found after each part had been finished.
Standard School Achievement Test: As supjecys came from
different schools with different academic standards, their
examination results had to be adjusted before they might
be used to represent their school achievements. This was
done by a standard school achievement test consisting of
20 items: seven on probabilities y seven on motion of par-
ticles, and six on levers. All the items were constructed
such that the standard was similar to that of the tests
or examinations usually taken by students. Time limit for the
test was 40 minutes.
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procedure
The procedure for obtaining the data consisted of
five stes:
Administration of Pretest: In March 1980, four problems
loose o thisin mathematics which were chosen for the putpose of
study, were randomly distributed to a Troup of 40 form four
students of a subsidized school in Kowloon. Students were
then asked to solve the ioroblems by writing down every-
thing that came into their mind. This pretest served to
provide the information of ho,, students usually solve their
pro blems as a basis for the preparation of the followir
tests. Similarly, four physics problems were also distri-
buted to the same class of students
Four pro olems, two in phrics and two in mathema-
tics were then chosen as test materials based o, the
follovr:ing additional criteria:
1. Students jwtere less familiar with the chosen problems
that is, they would not be able to solve them simply
because they had solved a similar noble bei ore.
2. Language used in the problems was comparatively easy
for the subjects to understand.
Administration of IQ test: Th e IQ t e s t chose n wa, s J. C.
Ravin1s Advanced Progressive matrices, set II, which
consisted of 30 multiple choice items; these were distri¬
buted to subjects through their teachers in June 1980,
and results were collected in the same month.
Administration of Process Abilities Test: As the test
consisted of four problems which had 'Co be administered
separately? sequential effect might emerge. That is, the
first problem would be done worse just because it was
preceding the others, while the other problems would
be done better as the students might get used to the con-1 j—
tents and format of the questions. In order to minimiz-e
this effect, the problems were administered in the
order as shown in the following table:
Table 3
Admi ni Rtrn.ti tip order nf














Ml, M2, PI, P2
M2, PI, P2, M3
PI,P2, Ml, MS
P2, Ml, f,!2, PI
P2,PI, M2, m
Ml,P2,PI, M2
Time limit for each problem was 40 minutes, during
which each subject had to attempt four parts, each corres¬
ponding to one of the following': perceiving test, subgoal-
formulating test, rule-searching and verifying test, rule-
applying and verifying testa During the test period of
each problem, test administrators, who were actually the
subjects1 teachers, were asked to malee the foilowing
announcements:•
1. Subjects should write down all the idiographic informa-
hi nr, n r r p m i i ~r p rl-
2. All questions should not be left blank. Subjects should
try their best to answer all the euostions.
3. Subjects should not begin with a new page until one
is corrnolete1v finished.
4. All finished papers should be turned over on the desks
(or returned to the test administrators). Also, stu¬
dents should not turn back to previous rages and correct
any mistakes there.
Test administrators were also requested to ensure
these rules were strictly observed.
All problems were completed as planned and were
returned to the researcher by July 1980.
Administration of Standard School Achievement Test:
The standard achievement test was administered to subjects
after all the other tests were completed. All theseI.
test papers were returned by July 1980.
Collection of School Achievement 3cores: Subiects' fina1
examination results in mathematics and physics for the
year 1979-80 were obtained through their respective
schools as the school achievement scores by the end of
July 1980.
Scoring Procedure
The test were scored in the following steps:
Scoring of Process Abilities Test: As this test consisted
of four problems and each problem consisted of four parts,
each of which corresponded to one of the subtests as
described elsewhere. Each problem was scored separately,
and scores of the same nart of each nroblem were then
combined to form the scores of each subtest.
A. Scoring of Individual Problem: The four parts were
scored separately as follows:
l.Part 1 (Perceiving): This part was actually a com-
prehension to test the subject's degree of unders¬
tanding of the given problem. Marks were given as
follows:
one correct response: +1 mark
one incorrect response: -1 mark
one missing response: 0 mark
Sums of marks given to each subject in each problem
were then expressed as percentages and denoted as
PERMl, PERM2, PERP1, P 'RP2 corresponding to pro-
blems Ml, M2, PI, P2 respectively.
2 c Part 2( Subgoal-formulating): The sequences of sub—
goals given by subjects were compared with the
ideal sequence which was prepared by the researcher.
The ideal sequence is the shortest path leading to
the solution. Marks were given as follows:
one correct subgoal in the correct position





The sums of these marks for the four problems
given to an individual subject were expressed as
percentages and denoted as SUBM1, SUBM2, SUBP1, SI J BP2.
3 Part 3 (Rule-searching and Verifying): For the rule-
searching session, subjects were given the ideal
sequence and asked to choose the appropriate rules
to be used. One mark was given to the correct answer
to one subgoal, incorrect answer was given no mark.
The sums were then expressed as percentages and
denoted as SEAMI, SEAM2, SEAP1, SEAP2 respectively.
For the verifying session, each subject was
asked to state which of the subgoals he had done
correctly and which he had not. Marks were given as
follows:
one correct checking of the correct answer 2 marks
one correct checking of the incorrect answer 1 marks
incorrect checking 0 mark
A less mark was given to the correct checking
of incorrect answers as it is easier to tell when
one's work is wrong than when it is right, espe¬
cially when the subject has no idea of how to do it.
Sums of these scores for the four problems wereJL
again expressed as percentages and denoted as
VERSEAMI, VERSEAM2, VERSEAPI, VERSEAP2.
4. Part 4 (Rule-applying and Verifying); This part
also consisted of two sessions. For the rule-
applying session, one mark was given to one correct
rule-application and no mark given otherwise. For
the verifying session, the marking procedure was
exactly the same as that in part 3? except that
the scores were denoted as VERAPPM1, VERAPPM2,
VERAPPP1, VERAPPP2.
Thus, each subject should have six scores for a
problem and a total of 24 represent his nrocess abilities.
Bo Calculation of Mathematics scores, Physics scores and
Total Scores: Scores of the problem Pill and M2 were
then averaged to get the scores for the mathematics pro¬
blems. That is, the process abilities scores were obtain¬
ed by the folio wing f ormulae:
MPER= (PERM1+ PERM2)2
MSUB= (SUBKL+ SU3M2),2
RISE A= (S E AMI+ SEAM2)2
MAPP= (APPRO.+ APPM2 )2
RIVER= (VERSEAM1+ VERSEAM2+ VERAPPI.il+ VERAPPM2)4
Process abilities scores in physics were obtained similarly.
«
Finally, the total process abilities scores were







Scoring of IQ Test: The IQ test employed in the present-
study was J.C•Ravin1s Advanced Progressive Matrices,set II,
which consisted of 35 items. The first five being of
familarization purpose, no mark would he given. The
other items were marked such that one mark was given for
a correct response and no mark otherwise. Each subject's
IQ score was then his total number of correct response and
was denoted as IQ.
Scoring of Standard School Achievement Testy This test
was basically a common multiple choice test. It was divi¬
ded into two parts. First one, being all in mathematics,
included seven items, while the second consisted of 13
problems in physics. One mark was given to one correct
response and the two parts were marked separately. These
two scores were called the mathematics achievement and
physics achievement and were denoted as MACII and PACH.
The totsJL achievement score (ACII) was the average of
LTACH and PACH, that is,
ACH= (MACH+PACH)2
Adjustment of School Achievement Scores: The adjusted
achievement scores were subjects1 scores in mathematics
and physics and the average of them after adjustment
by means of the standard score (z score) of the standard
school achievement test. Subjects' scores in mathematics
and physics were their results in 1979-80 final examination
and were collected through their respective teachers.
These two scores were denoted, as MATHS and PHY. The
adjustment of the scores was ma.de by using the standar¬
dized score for each subject area derived from the stan¬
di zed fo rmulae.
Statistical Analysis
The following statistical methods were employee
in the present study:
Factor Analysis: In order to probe the existence of a
general underlying factor which predicts the subjects'
performances in the five process abilities, factor ama-
lysis with varimax rotation was employed to the following
set of variables: PER, SUB, SEA, APP, VER
Multiple Regression: Multiple regression was used to
find the weights of different process abilities in pre¬
dicting the success of solving problems in mathematics
and physics. The variables were:
Dependent variables: Standardized school achievement
Independent variables: IQ, perceiving ability, subgoal
f o rmulati ng ab i 1 i t y, rul e- s e a:
ching ability, rule-applying
ability and verifying ability
Also, other regressions were made in doing the
path analysis.
path Analysis: As multiple regression is insufficient
to reveal the causal relationships among the process abi¬
lities, as well as IQ and the school achievement, path
analysis was employed. Since the strategic stages used to
solve the problems were controlled by the order of sub¬
tests administered, a weak causal order was assumed, that
is, subjects1 performances at earlier stages would affect
their performances at later stages but not vice versa.
Effect on later stages may be iroct or indJ..rect. A irec
effect means that the change of one variable may directly
cause the change of another, while an indirect one causes
changes via other variables. Path analysis was employed
to analyse these effects and the result was then used to
test the model of problem solving process in mathematics
and physics that was described before.
Analysis of Variances: This method was employed to find
the differences in IQ, process abilities and school ach¬
ievement and general problem solving ability between the
two sexes, as well as the high and low problem solving
abi1ity gr o up s. The high ability grour consisted o f
members with their rank of general problem solving abili¬
ties higher than that of their IQ, other subjects were
identified as the members of the low ability group.
Result and Discussion
As pointed out earlier, the present study aims at
identifying the stages o. subject uses to solve problems
in mathematics and physics, to find the differences in
process abilities between good and bad problem solvers,
and also the sex differences in the problem solving pro¬
cess. The results are thus reported in five sections:
1. The causal pattern and the problem solving process
mo d el.
2. Difficulty levels of the problem solving stages.
3. Existence of general problem solving ability.
4. Differences between high and low problem solvers.
5- Differences between the two sexes.
The data- were collected by means of three tests
administered to form four science stream students. The three
tests were:
i. IQ test
ii. Process abilities test
iii. Standard school achievement test
Process abilities were measured by a. test composed
of four problems, two in mathematics and two in physics,
each problem was divided into four parts; scores of the
same part from different problems were then averaged to
obtain the scores of one of the process abilities. Besides;
the scores of standard school achievement test were used
as a scale test to adjust the achievement scores as
obtained from the students1 examination results. Hence,
scores of the following variables were obtained:
i. Intelligence quotient: IQ
ii. Process abilities:
Perceiving abilities PER, MP J® (M f o r mathe matic s)
PPER (P for physics)
Subgoal-formulating abilities: SUB, MSUB, PSUB
Rule-searching abilities: SEA, MSEA, PSEA
Rule-applying abi1ities: APP, MAPP, PAPP
Verifying abilities: AACI-I, AIV1ACH, APACH
The Causal Pattern and the Problem Solving: Process Model
It was assumed in the present study that subjects






When solving a problem in mathematics or physics,
a subject should go through these stages in order to get
a solution. Measures of the abilities in these stages
(process abilities) would then reflect the different aspects
of subjects1 problem solving abilities, scores of which
were then used in the following analyses.
Predicting School Achievement: Questions may be asked as
to what extent these process abilities would associate
with school achievement. This question was answered by
employing a multiple regression with the adjusted school
achievement as the dependent variable, IQ and the five
process abilities as independent variables. The result
was as shown in Table A-
Table 4
Predicting School Achievement
from Intelligence and Process Abilities
by using Multiple Regression
Dependent variable: Adjusted School Achievement (AACH)
Multiple R: 0.57
R souare: 0.38U-—


















































It was found that IQ together with the five process
abilities accounted for 32•8$ of the variance of the school
achievement., Also, among the six independent variables,
only perceiving, subgoal-formulating ability and rule-
applying ability were found to significantly correlate
with the dependent variable«,
The result was found to be contradictory to the com¬
mon belief that students5 school achievement areatlv
depends on their IQ. The explanations were given below:
Firstly, the truth of the statement school ach¬
ievement greatly depends on IQ is contingent on a num¬
ber of conditions, it is true only when both IQ and school
achievement are measuring the similar or related mental
functions. The IQ test employed in the present study is
the progressive matrices which is intended to test subjects5
reasoning abilities with abstract symbols. But, on the other
hand, it is not known what is emphasized in the measure¬
ment of school achievement. It is given that subjects5
school achievement is the results in their final examina¬
tion after adjustment by the standard school achievement
scores. However, it is the examination results that cause
many problems: as examination papers were set by differ¬
ent schools, different aspects would be emphasized, for
example, one might emphasize on memorization of facts,
whereas another might emphasize on reasoning or rule-
learning. Furthermore, the multidimensional feature and
the heavy verbal loading in the school achievement test
also contributed to the low correlation with the IQ
score.
Secondly, the situation would not be better even
if the achievement scores were measured by a carefully
set standard school achievement test only, because
1. the testing time for the administration of the standard
school achievement test could be very limited (40
minutes at present), while the achievement scores
obtained from schools were normally based on the re¬
sults of at least two examination plus other tests.
he latter one is thus more reliable, and
2. even if the variation in measurement might be controlled
it is still impossible to control the variability
in teaching methods. As most teachers have different
styles and different emphases on their teaching processes,
thus the same test item may reflect the reasoning ability
for students taught by one teacher, and just memorization
for students taught by another.
Another point that might be interesting is that
only perceiving, subgoal-formulating, and rule-applying
abilities significantly predicted the school achievement,
which means that the remaining two, namely, the rule-sear
ching and verifying abilities, seem to be non-significant
in accounting for the achievement levels in the examina¬
tion papers of their respective schools.
This finding may be partly explained by means of
Bloom®s Taxonomy. Bloom hypothesized that human learning
abilities are in six levels; which, when expressed in the
order of increasing difficulty, are: i. knowledge; ii.
comprehension; iii. application; iv. analogies; v. synthe
Q• xrm Dxrpl uQ+n nn
In terms of their meaning as defined in the presen
study, the five process abilities may be roughly cate¬












As knowledge, comprehension, application and ana¬
lysis are aspects of practical abilities, the fact that
only perceiving, subgoal-formulating and rule-applying
significantly predict school achievement reveals that ex¬
amination papers in schools were set mostly to test
practical abilities. Furthermore, it is also found that
of the three significant predictors, perceiving ability
»
is the one with the highest coefficient, which suggests
that knowledge, and comprehension abilities are the chief
ones to be assessed.
As a conclusion to this section, it can be said
that while IQ was not a strong predictor of subjects®
school achievement, the rule-searching and verifying
abilities were not much better. The reason is believed
to be that the achievement scores are loaded mainly on
the comprehension and the knowledge of the problems, and
these were not measured by the non-verbal IQ test and the
higher-level abilities other than those stated earlier.
Path Diagram: Multiple regression serves to indicate
the relative weights of each of the independent variables
in predicting the dependent variable, but it does not
reveal the sort of paths involved among the variables.
Among the seven variables, IQ, the five process abilities
and the adjusted school achievement, causal relationship
may exist. A causal relationship is a relationship among
several variables such that some are the causes of the
others, and a cause is defined as such that x is a cause
of y if and only if y can be changed by manipulating x
and x alone (i.e., the other variables do not have to
be held constant). In this case, y is also called the
effect of x. For these seven variables, not all of them
can be the cause of the others as this is controlled by
the temporal order. As mentioned earlier, subjects were
instructed to solve the rroblems in the order of t1 o fol—
1 ov;inv stave s
perceiving, subgoai-formulating, rule-searching, verifying
rule—armlvinv. verifvinv
The two verifying stages were then combined to
form one stage for simplicity purpose. The five stages
for problem solving process are then as follows:
perceiving, subgoal-formulating, rule-searching, rule-
applying, verifying.
The order of these stages in the problem solving
process influences the causal relations among them such
that only the earlier ones can be the cause of the later
ones and not vice versa. Thus perceiving ability can be
the cause of all other process abilities while the verify¬
ing ability can only be the effect of the others. In
addition, subjects 'intelligence, which is the necessary
ability to solve general problems, could be the cause of
other variables while the school achievement is taken
to the last in the sequence as it is tested last. Figure 1
was drawn to represent the possible causal relationships
among these variables, (being an earlier stage than ano¬






















between IQ, Process Abilities
and the School Achievement
Note: Each arrow represents a possible direct causal
relationship.
Ill Figure 1? a direct relation (path between any
two variables) is represented by an arrow with the vari¬
able at the head as the effect and that at the ta.il as
the cause. Each one of these relations is characterized
by a path coefficeint c.. which indicates the strength
of the direct effect from variables x. to x.. Hence,
from the diagram, 10 is assumed to be the direct cause
of a. 11 other variables and the strength of the direct ef¬
fect of 10 on PER is indicated by
While an arrow only represents a direct relationship,
an indirect relation (path) between two variables is
represented by two or more arrows, for example, the re¬




An Example of the Analysis of Causal
Relationships between two Variables:


































In Table 5, the strength of a direct relation is
given by the path coefficient and the strength of an
indirect relation is given by the product of all path
coefficients concerned. Also, the sum of the strengths of
both direct and indirect relations is equal to the corre¬
lation coefficient between the two variables.
The relation between any two of the variables were
then analyzed by using rath analysis. The strength of each
path was given in Table 6,
As some of the path coefficients were found to be
non-significant, which means they are different from
zero only by chance. The paths with these non-significant»
path coefficients were then abandoned because no relation
was found. Figure 1 was then reduced as in Figure 2;
Table 6
Decomposition of Correlation Coefficients as
Effect Coefficients
Bivari te
R e 1 at i onshi T)
Total
H n tic n n n p
(N)
































































































































































sign!ficant at 0.05 level
significant at 0.01 level




x p.: S ub g o a 1- f o r mu 1 a t i n g Ab i 1 i t y































Causal Model of Problem Solving Process
in
Mathematics and Physics
Causal Effects on School Achievement: The path diagram
shown in Figure 2 may he used to explain how the process
abilities and IQ related with the school achievement. From
the diagram, it can be seen that IQ affected school achie¬
vement only through its effect on PER (perceiving ability)
and APP (rule-applying ability) which in turn, are related
to school achievement directly, the effect of PER is also
transmitted indirectly through SUB (subgoal-formulating
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Figure 3
Causal Effects on School Achievement
Hence, the fact that IQ was a non-signifleant pre¬
dictor of school achievement would he due to its indirect
effect on school achievement, which is comparatively
weaker than a direct one.
Two Types of Process Ahi1ities: Another point revealed
in the path diagram is the relation between IQ and the
process abilities: only perceiving and rule-applying abi¬
lities were found to be predictable by IQ (Path coeffi¬
cients from IQ to PER and APP are 0.19 and 0.15 respec¬
tively), which means the other process abilities were
not related to it. As perceiving and rule-applying abili¬
ties involve the mental skills to comprehend, interpret
and make use of the related given materials (problem state-
ments and rules), they are synonimous with ncomprehension
and application1' in Bloom1 s taxonomy, and thus called
the handling type of abilities. The second type of abi¬
lities which include the variables subgoal-formulating
and rule-searching were found to be not directly related
to IQ. This type of abilities basically deal with the
seeking of appropriate materials (sub-goals and. rules)
to be used, they are called the seeking type of abilities.
Lastly, the stage verifying consists two parts, verifying
of rule-searching and verifying of rule-applying; also, it
was found that verifying ability was directly affected by
rule-searching and rule-applying abilities. Thus the hand¬
ling type includes the abilities perceiving, rule-applying
and verifying; whereas the seeking type consists of the
abilities sabgoal-fcumulating, rule-searching and verify¬
ing.
Causal Model of Problem Solving Process: As previously
stated, it was assumed that the problem solving process
consisted of five stages: perceiving, subgoal-formulating,
rule-searching, rule-applying and verifying; and the order
t
of these stages was controlled by the administration
of the tests such that subjects had to follow exactly
the same order in solving the problems. Thus, stages done
earlier could be the cause of later ones but not vice
versa. A causal relationship could be assumed then to
exist. However, one stage done earlier than the other
does not necessarily irmly the causal relationship between
them.
A diagram presenting the possible causal relation¬
ship among the process abilities has been shown in Figure
1. If only process abilities were considered and all the
non-significant paths (paths with non-significant path
coefficients) were deleted, a simplified path diagram















Causal R g i a t i o nship s araony
the Process Abilities
It is found that direct paths could only be seen
between the following pairs of variables: PER and SUE,
Per and SEA, PER and APP, SUB and SEA, SUB and APP, SEA
and VER, APP and VER, the relations between other pairs
were all through indirect paths. Hence, a subject's
performance on perceiving would directly affect his per¬
formance on subgoal-formulating, which would then direct¬
ly affect his performance on rule-searching and rule-apply¬
ing, lastly, the performance on both rule-searching and
rule-applying would simultaneously affect his performan¬
ce on verifying significantly. The sequence of these cau¬
sal relations would suggest the actual path taken by sub¬
jects when solving a problem. Further, as no direct causal
relationship was found between rule-searching and rule-
i
applying, these two stages should be considered, as paral¬
lel, that is, they were both affected by the stages per¬
ceiving and subgoal—formulating, and both influenced
the stage verifying, but performance in either would not
directly affect that in the other. These two hypothesized
stages are 'then combined into one.
Based on the hypothesized stages and the above
findings, a model of problem solving process which consists
of the following stages were then constructed:
stage 1: perceiving
stage '2: subgoal-formulating
stage 3• rule-searching and rule-applying
stage 4: verifying
It is believed that, though there mivht be sub-
stages in each stage, subjects would follow these stages
in a causal order when solving problems in mathematics
and physics.
Difficulty Levels of the Problem Solving Stages
It would be helpful if the difficulty levels in
each part of the process ability test corresponding to
the five stages were compared on the basis of percentage
scores. The comparison was conducted through analysis ofcm
the variances on the percentage scores of the five pro¬
cess abilities. The result is presented in Table 7.
Tabl e 7
Analysis of Variancos
011 the Percentage Scores
of the five Process Abilities

















































Significant differences were found among the process
abilities, so that they could be put into four levels
each of which was significantly different from the other.




iii. subgoal-formulating; rule-applying; verifying in
rule-s e ar ching
iv. verifying in rule-applying
As the stage verifying did not directly determine
whether the problem was solved or not, the result of the
present analysis revealed that students always found the
stages subgoal-formulating and rule-applying more difficult
to master, In other words, that students cound not solve
a problem might be due to the fact that they could not
find the subgoals (they could not devise the plan to solve
the problem) or they did not know how to arply the rules
though they probably understood the problem situation
thoroughly and knew what rules should be used.
This finding supports the argument stated earlier
that students are taught with only facts or laws. As
students are not taught how to solve problems, an avera¬
ge student may understand the problem situation but feels
difficult in finding means to solve it. This probably
explains why perceiving was found to be the easiest stage.
Besides, as students may easily categorize problems into
areas according to their contents, and number of rules-
applicable in each area is limited, searching for rele¬
vant rules would thus not be too difficult.
Existence of General Problem Solving Abilities (GPSA)
It was developed in the present study five process
abilities corresponded to the five hypothesized stages
in. solving a problem in mathematics and physics, and the
stages were also found to constitute a model for the
problem solving process. Each process ability is actually
a measure of one of the different mental functions of sub¬
ject's problem solving ability. However, whether problem
solving is a multi-factor or single-factor construct is
yet a question begging for an answer.
Different psychologists attempted to find -a general
factor to represent subjects' problem solving ability,
but different conclusions had been reached-. If there does
exist a single factor which represents subjects' problem
solving abilities in mathematics and physics in general,
this factor, called the general problem solving ability
(GPSA), should subsume the five process abilities, and
thus is not directly measurable due to its complex nature.
In other words, GPSA is a latent variable, his latent
variable GPSA, though not directly measurable, must poss-
ess several aspects which were shared among the process
abilities. Also, since each process ability might be a
composite variable with only part of it related to G-PSA,
factor analysis has thus been employed to extract those
parts that are common to each other from the five process
abilities. The extracted factor, which indicates the mag¬
nitude of this common variance of all the process abilities,
is then defined as the G-PSA. he result of this factor
analysis is shown in To.ble 8.
Table 8
factor Matrix using



































The existence of GPSA was proved by the result of
factor analysis: A single factor which predicted a con¬
siderable portion of the common variance of the five
process abilities was found to exist. This single factor
is actually the IPSA as defined in the present study.
The communalities of 'the variables shown in the
above table indicated the percentage of variances of the
corresponding variable that are common to others. It can
be seen that, except PER, all the other variables contri¬
buted approximately the same portions of cominunalities.
Skills involved in perceiving a problem were found to be
less loaded in the single factor, the probable reason is
that at this stage, verbal elements were demanded more
than at other S~fcclcG S
IPSA cam be taken to mean the general ability in
solving any problem, in mathematics and physics. Each
subject's IPSA may be obtained by using the factor scon
coefficients matrix shown as follows:
Table 9












It should be pointed out that though C-PSA was found
in the present study, yet it does not follow that the
problem solving process is a single-factor construct.lt
can only be said that there exists- a co rnon factor which
is shared by all the process abilities, besides this common
factor, each process ability possesses its own distinctive
property. IPSA may be used if a unique measure of the gen¬
eral problem solving ability is required, but if a more
detailed picture is to be depicted, the measurement of
the five process abilities is a better approach for
reflecting the characteristics of the different stages in
the problem solving process.
Relationship of GPSA to IQ and School Achievement: GPS A
might be used to predict subjects1 abilities in solving
general problems in mathematics and physics, while their
IQ were used to represent their abilities in solving
general life problems, but to what extent are these two
entities correlated? furthermore, what is the relation
between problem solving abilities and achievement in
schools? fhese two questions are answered by the corre¬
lation study presented in the section. The results were
summarized in Table 10.
Table 10
Correlation Coefficients among
















It was found that the correlation between GPSA
and IQ is 0.2794 (p=0.003) and that between GPS A and school-
achievement is 0.5222 (p=0.000) which is approximately
equal to the multiple R between the five process abilities
and school achievement, oth the two correlation coeffi¬
cients are significantly different from zero. This find¬
ing shows that GPSA is related both to IQ and school achie¬
vement. Further, it was found that the numerical value of
the correlation coefficient between GPSA and school achie¬
vement (r=0.5222;p~0.000) is greater than that between
IQ and school achievement (r=0.1615;P=0.008), this is quite
reasonable as GPSA is obtained through the measures of
the several abilities required to solve problems in school
achievement, while IQ is only a test of reasoning ability
1
which is only part of the requirement. Result of this
comparison thus suggests that when school ''achievement is
to be predicted, GPSA would be a better predictor than IQ.
Differences between High and Low Problem Solving Ability
Groups
As IQ and GPSA both accounted partly for the ability
in problem solving, 0. good problem solver may have high
quality either in 10 or in GPSA or both. Hence, a simple
classification of the subjects into good and bad problem
solvers according to their GPSA would not be appropriate.
In order to distinguish the effects due to 10 and problem
solving ability, high and low problem solving ability
groups were identified not only by their GPSA or IQ, but
the discrepancy of the rank orders between IQ and GPSA,
Subjects with their ranks of GPSA higher than that of their
IQ were put into the high problem solving group since
they have higher problem solving abilities than that ac¬
counted for by IQ only. The others who have their ranks
of GPSA lower than their ranks of IQ were put into the
lower problem solving group. ANOVA was employed to compare
their various abilities. Results were as shown in Table 1L
Table 11
Analy sis o f Var i .an c e s
Differences between the Hiand Lowj
Problem solving Ability Groups
Abilities
High GPSA Low GPSA










41 35.89 20.27 53 25.41 17.83 7.1 0.009
Rule-
searching 41 66.37 10.91 53 59.38 14.92 6,4 0.013
Rule-
applying 41 37.39 18.26 53 25.59 18.10 9.4 0.003




41 14.53 4.11 53 12.60 3.43 6.2 0.005
GPS A 41 55.53 14.13 53 43.58 14.49 16.1 0.000
IQ 41 22.05 4,19 53 25.98 2.82 29,4 0.000
Table 11 revealed the follovia;; facts:
1. Member of the high problem solving ability group had
significantly better school achievement.
2. Besides having better school achievements, members of
the high problem solving ability group also performed
significantly better to 0,03, level- in each of the five
stages, exceot the stage perceivina vvhich was only to
0.05 level., in solving problems. A good problem solver
thus defined was found to 71 erform, better in every
stage. The relatively lower confidence level for
the perceiving ability showed those this ability was
comparatively unimportant in determining a good problem
solver when compared with other process abilities.
3. It was found that members of the high problem solving
1
ability group had significantly lower IQ but higher
GrPS A. This showed that a good rroblem solver must beJ
familiar with the orohiem solving techniques but may
not necessarily be an intelligent person,
Differences between the Two Sexes
Subjects® school achievements, IQ general problem
solving abilities and the five process abilities were
compared between the two sex groups as in Table 12. No
significant difference was found in all variables except
school achievement. This finding contradicted with the
common belief that boys are better in reasoning and in
science subjects than girls, yet this unexpected result
may be explained by the fact that the subjects in the
present study are taken from groups selected and grouped
in the science stream, female subjects in this study
are thus believed to be of higher abilities in solving
science problems when compared with other female students.
The superiority of male to female in leading with acience
tasks was overwhelmed by this streaming process. This is
further supported by the fact that the female subjects
in the present study were found to be significantly better
in school achievement than their male counterparts.
Table 12
Analysis o f Varianc e s:
Differences in Problem Solving AbilitiesV
and School Achievement between the two Sexes
Abilities






































































In the present study, five process abilities,
namely, perceiving, subgoal-formulating, rule-searching,
rule-applying, verifying abilities, were devised as
measures of different attributes of subjects1 abilities
in solving problems in mathematics and physics. When
these process abilities were used to correlate with subjects
school achievement, it is found that only perceiving,
subgoal-formulating and rule-applying were found to be
significant. Besides this, another variable, If was also
found to relate to school achievement, but this associa¬
tion was indirectly connected through its effect on
perceiving and rule—applying abilities. This effect was
thus weaher as the path was an indir e c t one.
According to their relations with 10, the five pro¬






Sub go al-f o rmi.il at ing, Rul e- s e ar
c h i n g, Vera, f y i n g
The first type, which is also called the handling
type, chiefly reflects subjects® abilities in handling
given materials (problem situations, rules) in the pro¬
blem solving process This type was found to be signifi¬
cantly affected by subjects® IQ and includes the abilities
perceiving, rule-applying and verifying in rule—applying.
The second type,, which is called the seeking type
of abilities, reflects subjects® abilities in seeking or
searching for relevant materials (rules, subgoals) to be
used in solving given problems This type includes the
abilities subgo ad-formulating, rule-searching and veri¬
fying in rule-searching and does not correlate with 10.
In analysing the causal relationships among the fi:
process abilities, a model of problem solving process in
mathematics and physics consisting of the following
P+ P (TPQ Qn crfiPQ+ pH'
i. perceiving
iio subgoal-formulating
iii. rule-searching and rule-applying
iVo verifying
Except for the possible existence of substages, it is be¬
lieved that subjects would follow these stages sequentially
in solving problems in mathematics and physics.
When following these stages, subjects might find
varying levels of difficulty among the process abilities.
In order to find ways to make the problem solving to.sk
easier, the harder stages must be identified so that some
remedial means could be found. In the present study, the
stage subgoal-fcumulating and rule-applying were found
to be relatively more difficult than others, hence train¬
ing on these two aspects is believed to be of pre.at help
to subjects in solving problems in mathematics and phy¬
sics.
A unique factor, called the General Problem Solving
Ability (G-PSA), was found to subsume the process abili¬
ties. GPS A may be used as a, single measure of subjects'
general problem solving ability, further, GPSA was found
to be a better predictor of subjects1 school achievement
thap TO.
The differences between high and low problem solvers
were also studied. It was found that high problem solvers
were better in the five process abilities as well as
.Aw
their G-PSA. A good problem solver is a person who is good
at all skills involved in problem solving. In other words,
he must be good at: seeking relevant materials and hand-
1 t n cr +iVi pm_
When the two sexes were compared, significant differ¬
ence was found in school achievement ,in favour of the
female students. The two sexes were proved to be homo¬
geneous with respect to their 10, G-PSA, and the five
process abilities. It is believed that the streaming
process was responsible for accounting for this finding.
Suggestions
Methods and tools developed in the present study
have been proved to be valid and it .is suggested that
they should be applied where suitable.
The essential part of this study is to test the
hypothesis of the five stages in problem solving process
and to develop a model constructed by analyzing the cau¬
sal relations among the stages. The causal model of problem
solving process is a brief description of what a subject does
in solving a problem and should be helpful in explaining
subjects1 behaviour during the process. Besides, the five
process abilities related to the five stages in the process
provide the measure of subjects' different attributes of
their problem solving abilities. Furthermore, the GPSA,
which was developed by factor analyzing the five process
abilities, provides a sigle factor to represent subjects'
general problem solving abilities in mathematics and
physics. As subjects' school achievement was found to
have correlated more to their GPSA to their IQ, it is
thus suggested that GPSA should be used instead of IQ
when school achievement is to be predicted.
On t eaching methods, the analysis of the five process
abilities showed that the stages subgoal-formulating and
rule-applying were relatively more difficult than the
others. This suggests that if problem solving techniques
are to be taught, means must be found to improve these
two process abilities.
Limitations: Although the findings in the present study
are believed to reflect the characteristics of the five
process abilities and may be generalized to problem sol¬
ving abilities with similar content, the validity of
the present study, however, is restricted by the follow¬
ing limitations.
%
1. The problems used in the present study are limited to
two in mathematics and two in physics.
2. The subjects are limited to 225 fourth form science
stream students.
If this research is replicated, it is suggested that,
more problems, preferably from areas other than mathematics
and physics, be employed, and students from different
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Addendix I
Process Ability Test
Prn hi p.m ATI
A and B play a game according to the following
a, A player's turn consists of tossing a coin until a tail
anoears. when the turn nasfsps tn the n th en nl avpr.
b. The first player to throw three heads in succession
raH vie
If A starts the game, what is the probability that.
will win the game.
(A,,t) represents A throws a tali
(A,H) represents A throws a hea
(B,T) represents B throws a tali
( B. H1 rp.nr e e en to ?tP t h rn ws a h e ai
and a sequence of throws is represented by,
f T1 f R TT1( P U 1 f R rn 1( A tB f A. TTx, f A T-T1





e. (A, H), (A,H),( A,H)
f. (A,H),(A,T),(B,H),(B,H),(B,H)
g. (A,II), (A,H), (A, T), (B,T), (A,H), (A,T) ,(B,H), (B,T) f (A,H), (Af H)
(A,II)
h. (A,T), (B,H) ,(2,11), (3,T), (A,T), (B,T), (A,H),(A,T)
i. (B,H),(B,H),(B,H)
j. (B,T),(A,H),(A,H)S(A,H)
k. (A, H), (B, T), (A,H), (A, H), (A,II)
1( A IT!( D TJ f A m f 75 7l b Tl T 77
Queseions
1. Which of the above represents a •true sequence5 (i.e,
A and B play according to the rulea
2. Which of the above shows a complete sequence (the ce»
quence of throws such the oithop A or B win the spene
3 Which of the above shows the sequence(s) that A wir
4 Which of the above show(s) the sequenced s) that B wins
the game
5. Which of the above show(s) the sequencefs) that A wine
the game oa his second turn
6 Which of the above show(s) the sequence! s) that B win;
the game at his third turn
Think about the steps you would use to solve the above
problem, find them in the list below and then write the num¬
bers of the stens in the space provided at the end of this
test. In order to make it easier to identify the steps,
they are put into groups
a1 To find the probability that B will win each thro
a2. To find the probability that A will win each throv
a3. To find the probability that B will get a tail.
a4 To find the probability that A will £et a tail.
bl. To find the probability that A will win at his first turn
b2. To find the probability that B will win at his first turn
b3. To find the probability that A will lose at his first tux
b4 To find the probability that B will lose at his first tur
Subgoal -formalating test
cl. To find the probability that A will get a head and then a
tail
c2, To find the probability that B will get a head and then a
c3 To find the probability that A will get a tail and then s
head
c4 To find the probability that B will get a tail and then s
dl. To find the probability that A throws 2 heads
d2. To find the probability that B throws 2 heads,
d3. To find the probability that A throws 2 tails,
d4. To find the probability that B throws 2 tails.
d5. To find the probability that A gets 2..heads then a tail
d6 To find the probability that B gets 2 heads then a tail
d7. To find the probability that A gets 2 tails then a head
d8. To find the probability that B gets 2 tails then a head
el. To find the probability that A will win at his 2nd turn
e2. To find the probability that B will win at his 2nd turn
e3. To find the probability that A will lose at his 2nd tur
e4. To find the probability that B will lose at his 2nd tur
fl. To find the probability that A will win at his 1st and 2nd
f2. To find the probability that B will win at his 1st and 2nd
f3. To find the probability that A will win at his 1st or 2nd
f4. To find the probability that B will win at his 1st or 2nc
gl To find the probability that A will win at his 1st or 2nd
or 3rd on turn
g2. To find the probability that B will win at his 1st or 2n
or 3rd or turn
g3. To find the probability that A will win at his 1st and 2nc
and 3rd are turns
g4. To find the probability that B will win at his 1st and 2z
and 3rd and.« turns.
To find the prbabilits the A will win the time
h2 To find the probability that B will win the gam
11 To find the probability that A will the than to
12. To find the probability that B will pass the turn to
You are reminded to choose exactly the steps that
you would require to solve the problem Do not choose more
or less than necessary, it will affect the result.
Sequence of steps chosen( in the real order):
_ 1.•_______ O_• f»•_.. _f__!
In solving probability problem, we are given tin
(A) probability of the happening of an event
no. of wavs Pot the pvpnl. -ho hsn-np
total no. of wav
(B) probability of the happening of event A and event
= probability of the happening of event A
v nrnhaThn 1 n r ir r -P+• la o In oto.-• 4 to rr r -P otyn4- T5
(C) probabilit y of the happening of event A or event
= probability of the happening of event A
4- nrnhshi 1 n -f-.tr rs -p f-'ho T-iflrcnon-i n-r r-P Dtmn+ R
(D) probability of not happening of event A
= 1- probability of happening of event
The following shows the steps that you will require
to solve the problem State what rule(s) you would use in







To find the probability that A will win each throw:
To find the nrobabilitv that A will win at his firs
To find the nrnbahi 1 i tv that, A will lose at his firs
To find the probability that B will win at his firs
To find the probability that B will lose at his firs
, To find the nrobabilitv that A will win at his secoi
K To find the nrobabilitv that A will win at his Is
To find the probability that A will win the raj





Rn) o•— rXs,~n 1 TJi n rr£ thirl V pyi vi rr P c o 4
In solving probability problems, we are given the
(A) probability of the happening of an event
no, of wave fnr thp. PVPint; -ho Vmrmpn
total no of wave
(B) probability of the happening of event and event B
= probability of the happening of event A
X probability of the bappening of oveth D
(C) probability of the happening of event A or event I
= probability of the happening of event A
+ nrobabilitv of the harreninn of event B-
(D) probability of not happening of event A
= 1- orobabilitv of hatmenin? of event
The following shows the steps that you will require
to solve the problem By using the ruels given in the brack-
etsf find the answer in each step and then solve the problen
1 To find the probability that A will win each throw (A).
2. To find the probability that A will win at his first
turn (R)-
3 -o find the probability that A will lose at his first
titn (R )\
4. To find the probability that B will win at his first
turn(R)
5. To find the probability that B will lose at his firs
turn (R)
6 To find the probability that A will win at his sccom
turn (R)
7 To find the probability that A will win at his firs
or second turns (G)„
8. To find the probability that A will win the game(C)





There are k people in a room, what is the probability
that at least two of these people have the same birthday?
If there are 4 people A,B,C,D in a room with their
birthdays shown in the following, which of these satisfy
(ies) the requirement that at least two of these people
i n• s•. -x
A. A(May 1);B(May 2);C(May 3);D(May
B. A(May 1);B(May 1);C(May 3);D(May
C. A(May 1);B(May 2);C(May 1);D(May
I
D. A(May 3);B(May 3);C(May 3);D(May
E. A(May 2);B(May 4);C(May 4);D(May
F. A(May 4);B(May 4);C(May 4);D(May
G. A(Mav 1): B(May 1: C May 1: D(Mav
subgoal -formulaing Test
Think about the steps you would use to solve the
above problem, find them in the list bel o v ctrici then write
the numbers of the steps in the space provided at the end
of this test.
1. To find the probability that one of the people has any
one day as his birthday
2. To find the probability that one of the k nennl e is closer
3- To find the probability that a second people does not
have the same birthdav as the first people.
4® To find the probability that people have birthdays
5. To find the probability that a second people has e
different birthday with the first people.
6. To find the probability that two people have the sarn
birthday
7. To find the probability that a second people has ti
samebirthdya
8. To find the probability that a third people has a di:
ferent birthday with the first two people
9. To find the probability that a third people has th
sorr.p hi r-hhrl nor as th p. f'i rst two npnril o.








To find the probability that at least 2 people have
the name birthday
To find the probability that at least two people have
the some birthday whcn kay
To find the probability that at least two people hav
the name birthday whcn kay
'To find the probability that 3 people have the same
birthday
To find the probability of choosing two from k people
, To find the nrobabilitv of chnnsine one from f n ne.v
, To find the i -robability that k people al1 have differen
birthday
You are reminded to choose exactly the steps that
you would require to solve the problem,. Do not choose mo
or less than necessary, it will affect the result,
Seanenc. of steps chosen (in the real orden)
In solving probability problems, we are given the
following rulce
(A probability of the happcnin or ch ovent
(B
(C
no of ways for the ovent to hangen
total no of ways
probability for the happening of event A and event]
= probability for the happening of event A
x probability for the happening of event B
) probability for the happening of event A or event B
= probability for the happening of event A
+ probability for the happening of event B,
) probability of not happening of event A
= 1— nrnhahi 1 i tv nf hRnnArii -n.cr n -P Pirp-n 1 A
The following shows the steps that you will require
to solve the problern. State what rul e( s) you would use j
each step by putting the corresponding letter(s) into ti
To find the probabilday that one of the peopl has any
one day as his birthday
To find the probabilday het a iccont poolele has any
have the same birthday as the first people
3. To find the probability that a third people does nc
have the same birthdav as the -first two neenl e:
apace prbvided
4. To find, the orobabilitv that k meorsle all have differ-
• i i
v vv w V¥»•«
5. To find the probability that at least two neonlt
n._ i J i_ t
Which of the above stens do vou think von have donc
i. correct!;
T5.~_ i:__ r?„„:~ ju.
In solving probability problems, we are given tl
-w -i- V» .J--»
(A) probability of the happening of an eve:
__ no of ways for the event to happ
(B) probability for the happening of event A and even
= probability for the happening of event A
y nrnhnti 1 i tv fo r the harm on i np of overt. R
(C) probability for the happening of event A or event
= probability for the happening of event A
t probability for the happening of event B
(D) probability of not happening of event A
-• 1- probability of happening of event A
The following shows the steps that you will require
to solve the problem By using the rules given in the brae-
kets, find the answer in each step and then solve the rroblen
1 To find the probability that one of the people X 4c. Ub U5 CastrJ,. M
._ n_ u•— n a i. n A_
2 To find the probability that a second people does no
have the same birthday as the first people (D or A):
3. To find the probability that a third people does not
have the same birthday as the first two people (A or Eg
4 To find the probability that k people all have diffe
Cil j U1X UlihlcA J C XJ«
5. To find the probability that at least 2 n eerie have kz, J u-
npmp hi J3 tr( T)•
r' luB-h W th' a f lay. 'r- a -u- g. e•..





A bus accelerates, at the rate of 1 rasec and retards
uniformly at the rate of 4 msec'h Its maximum speed is
2




.3! I{ O Y(
vv
—-tn--.--
cs5 i ai i
(sadistance; v:velocity; a: aceelaeration; t: ti:
which or the abov dia rame ahowt
i:
' «imsaartee'asl NiT-rAeAo=:Gcrrru'-,:
! 4-To o Ah-icp+' 1 Q mAiri -rs rr 4 n ri en rti 1 -P r ir.ol r-?
i, the object is decellerati
(s: distance; v:velocity; a:acceleration: tstime
Which of the above diagrams will probably represent(s
hfae vnntbrm nf thp hn.Q f
—— V
3 The following shows the motion of another bus
V
A its velocity increases from 0 msec to 5 msec
B, its velocity increases from 5 msec to 15 msec
C its velocity decreases from 15 msec to 5 msec
D» its velocity decreases from 5 msec to 15 msec
E its velocity remains to be 5 msec,
bs its velocity remains to be -5 msec.
P. i h nnps rin'h mnvfi.
i» Which of the above represent(s) that the bus is accel
••» -r'k r
ii» Which of the above represent(s) that the bus is decej
r n a c
iii. Which of the above represent(s) that the bus is movinv i
-i v- o irn i Pa irol r f n -f~
4. The following represent the motion of several buses:
2 2
A. its acceleration increases from. 0 rasec to 5 msec
r
B. its acceleration increases from 5 msec' to 15 msec'
2 r
0. its acceleration decreases from 15 msec' to 5 msec
— 22
its acceleration decreases from 5 msec' to 0 msec'~
p
E. its acceleration remains to be 5 msec,
F. its acceleration remains to be -5 msec
p
CL its acceleration remains to be O mflpr1.
i»i Which of the above bus(es) isare decelerating?
ii Which of the above bus(es) isare accelerating?
iii. Which of the above.bus(es) isare moving with a
uniform velocity
Subgoal-formulating Tes
Think about the steps you would use to solve the above
problem, find them in the list below and then write the
numbers of the steps in the space provided at the end of
4- fO r 4-
1. To find the average speed of the bus«,
2« To find the time required for the bus to accelerate at
2












To find the time required for the bus to accelerate at a
rate of 4- msec for a distance O 1 3 c a T[~
To find the time required for the bus to finish a journey
of i km with a uniform speed of 10 msec.
To find the time required for the bus to accelerate to
p
maximum speed of 10 msec at the rate 1 msec' starting
P m t r—O w
To find the time required for the bus to decelerate uni~
p
formly to stop at the rate of 4 msec from a speed of
10 msec,
To find the time that the bus has to travel at its maxima:
To find the distance travelled when the bus is accelera¬
ting to a miximum speed of 10 msec from a speed of Omsec
. To find the distance travelled when the bus is deceleration,
2
to stop at a rate of 4 msec from a speed of 0 msec,
» To find the distance that the bus has to travelled at its
mnyi rnnm qnpprl
To find the time required for the bus to accelerate to its
maximum speed and then decelerate to 0 msec,
• To find the time required for the bus to finish its
journey with the average speed.
• To find the least time required for the bus to finish the
4 t i x -r —v -r- 1 r
You are reminded to choose exactly the steps that youu'
would require to solve the problem. Do not choose more
or less than necessary, it will affeat the result.
Sequence of steps chosen (in the real order);
Rnl p —p. on roh -5 n or arvi J p vS Ftr-i to rr moo 4-
In solving this type of problems we are given the
folio wing rule s:
U]rs r1 1i 0 i -Pr -nm! r fD r» n 1 o 4- -i rr mr -fir
(A) v- u+ at
(B) s~ at+ -|at
O O
{ n tr- l J. 9 O O
For uniform velocity motion:
( H P rr 11 r.





The following shows the steps that you will require
to solve the problem. State what rule(s) you would use
in each step by putting the corresponding letter(s) into the
space provided:
1 To find the time required for the bus to accelerate at
the rate 1 rasec to reach a maximum speed of 10 rnsec
s t art i n wA t h v el o c i t v= 0 rns p p._
2. To find the distance travelled when the bus is accelera¬
ting to a maximum speed of 10 msec starting with velocity
~ C no cop®
3 To find the time required for the bus to decelerate uni-
o
formly to stop at the rate of 4 msec starting from a
, -w£- T» 't -»v -'i r» S f 5 .P -5 r--i A
4. To find the distance travelled when the bus is dec el era-
9
ting to stop at a rate of 4 msec4 starting from a velo-
r- i•: r— 1 H m cpo
5® To find the distance that the bus has to travel at its
VJ- r- A -i l vr?-« -wv,- 41
6. To find the time required for the bus to travel at its
rvt S3 vi rm i mo to »o c, r?
7. To find the least time in which it can do a journey c
Sf iryf





Rulo-applying and Vcrifying Test
In solving this tvre of nroblems. we are iven the
following rules
For unifornly aeeelerting motion
A
B










The following shows the steps that you will require
to solve the problem. By using the ru3.es given in the
brackets, find the answer in each step and then solve
in
1. To find the time required for the bus to accelerate at the
O
rate 1 msecc' to reach a maximum speed of 10 insee starting
with velocity- 0 msec. (A)
2. To find the distance travelled when the bus is accelera¬
ting to a maximum speed of 10 msec starting with velocit;
— r r~n r« a ft 2 v» n
3. To find the time required for the bus to decelerate uni-
2
formlv to stop at the rate of 4 msec starting with
velocitv= 10 msec, (A)
4 To find the distance travelled when the bus is decelera-
2
ting to stop at a rate of 4 nysee starting with velocit
= 10 msec (B or C).
5. To find the distance that the bus has to travel at it
maximum so e ed: (alvebraic method)
6. To find the time required for the bus to travel at i
maximum speed: (algebraic method)
7. To find the least time in which it can do a journey of
km: (algebraic method)







Two uniform rods AB, BC of the same material and thick¬
ness and rigidly jointed together at B so that the angle ABC
is 120 The bent lever so formed is then pivoted at B
so that it is free to turn in a vertical plane and in a
position of equilibrium BC is horizontal A weight is
attached to C so that in equilibrium AB becomes horizon¬
tal Find the ratio of the attached weight to the weight of
BC
Perceiving Test:
1 Draw the initial -positions of the rods
and la.be! all the forces acting on them
2 The rods are in equilibrium if
A, total force acting on them™ 0
B. sum of moments about any point in the plane= 0
C, there jo no extenanl force aoting on them
D. they do not move.
Ans
3 Initially, rod BC is horizontal sine
Ae rod AB is heavier than rod BC
B rod BC is longer than rod AB
C. the wind is blowing at rod AB
D. rod BE is weigh!ess
TP rion d r -p +To fTiTnau d Ans,
E, they areweightless
Problem p 2
4. Finally, rod AB is horizontal since
Aa weight is attached at point C
B. weight of BC+ attached weight is greater than weight
of AB
C the rods are moving
D® of gravity
E, reaction of the rods to the pivot is very large.
Ans
5 Draw the final positions of the rods and label all the forces
actingon them .
Subgoal -fornulating Test
Think about the steps you would use to solve the above
problem, find them in the list below and then write the
numbers of the steps in the space provided at the end of
this teet
1. To find the weight of rod AB.
2, To find the weight of rod BC.
3. To find the attached weight.
4. To find the force acting at point I
5. To find the tension acts from rod AB to pod BC at point B,
6. To find the tension acts from rod BG to rod AB at point B,
7. To find the force acting at point C
8 To find the acceleration of point C.
9 To find the velocity of point 0
10 To find the velocity of point B
11 To find the velocity of point A
12 To find the acceleration of point B«
13. To find the acceleration of point A«
14® To find the tot 1 force acting to the rods when BC is hor-
8 3
15. To find the total, force acting to the rods when AB is hori
contal„
Zortal
16 To find the clockwise moment about B when BC is hori-
17. To find the anti-clockwise moment about B when BC is hori-
zontal
18. To f ind the clockwise moment about point B when AB is hori-
19. To find the anti-clockwise moment about point B when A!
is hornzontal
20. To find the clockwise moment about A jwhen BC is horizonta
zontal
21. To find the anti-clockwise moment about A when BC is hori-
22. To find the clockwise moment about C when AB is horizon-
23 To find the anti-clockwise moment about C when AB is hori-
24® To find the ratio of the weight of rod BC to that of
rod AB when BC is horizontal
25• To find the ratio of the sum of the weight of rod. BC an
the attached weight to that of rod AB when AB is hor
26. To find the ratio of the attached weight to the weight o
You are reminded to choose exactly the steps tha
you would require to solve the problem. Do not choose
more or less than necessary, it will affect the resul
Semiersee nf stprsp. nhnpn f ~i 1 thp rpal nr» Pr
Rule searching and verifving test
In solving this type of problems, we are given
(A) Newton's 1st law of motion: Every body continues in a
state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight line
except in so far as it be compelled to change that
state by external impressed forces
(B) Newton's 2nd law of motion: Force— mass X acceleratioi
(C) Newton's 3rd law of motion: To every action there i:
alwavs an ecmal and opposite reaction.
(E) Principle of moments: If a body is in equibrium, the
sum of moments of the external forces about any point
in their plane is zero.
The following shows the steps that you will require
to solve the problem, state what rule(s) you would use i
each step by putting the corresponding letter(s) into tt
m
1 To find the clockwise moment about B when BG is horizon
2. To find the anti-clockwise moment about B when BG is hor:
3. To find the ratio of the weight of rod BC to that of rod
AB when BG is horizontal.
4. To find the clockwise moment about point B when AB is hori-
i
5. To find the anti-clockwise moment about noint 33 when AB
i s ho ri z o nt al
Vtt!I
6» To find the ratio of the sum of the weight of rod BC and
the attached weight to that of rod AB when AB is horizontal
7 To find the ratio of the attached weight to the weight of
Which of the above steps do you think you have don
i correctly
(reasons)
i i, incorr e c 11
Rule-applying and Verifying Test:
In solving thIs t ype o f problems, we are g±ven the
(A) Newton's 1st law of motion: Every body continues in a
state of rest or of uniform motion in. a straight line,
except in so far as it compelled to change that state
b v A rn nl i mm m p n o p U f« y»n p o
(B) Newton's 2nd law of motion: Force— force X acceleration
(C) Newton1s 3rd 1aw of motion: To every action there is
always an equal and ormosite reaction.
(D) moment of a force about a point— force X perpendicula:
distance of the force from the point
(E) principle of moments: If a body is in equilibrium,
the sum of moments of the external forces about any
nn i n t i n t h p. i r -nl an p. i rz a fa.
The following shoves the steps that you will require t
solve the problem. By using the rules given in the brack¬
ets, find the answer in each step and then solve the
1. To find the clockwise moment about B when BC is hori-
2 To find the anti-clockwise moment about B when BG is
3. To find the ratio of the weight of rod BG to that of
4 To find the clockwise moment about point B when AB is
5o To find the anti-clockwise moment about B when AB is
6 To find the ratio of the sum of the weight of rod BG and
the attached weight to that of rod AB when AB is horizor
7 To find the ratio of the attached weight to the weigh






M i' pn el n TV 1 A r»h? on 4- 05+
!•. In throwing 2 fair dice, find the probability that the sum
of 2 numbers is 7 or 11
A. 13 B. 23 C. 29 D. 536. E. None of these.
2 In tossing a fair coin for five times, find the probabi¬
lity that one would obtain exactly 2 heads consecutively
A.. 516 B. 58 CL lA Tk l8 E. ll6
3 A drawer contains 5 pairs of socks Each pair is diff©ren¬
in colour, Two socks are taken at random What is the pro-
bability of selecting a pair?
A. 1 Q Th pq fh 15 P. 1 A E_ Pr
4 Choose 2 letters from a,b,c,d,e. Find the probability tha
i
they are either both consonants or both vowels
A 25 B. 3l0 C« l5 Dm 110 Ee None of these
5. In throwing 3 fair dice, find the probability that the sv
of 3 numbers is not greater than 4
Am 118 BE 127 cs 136 D. 154 E. 1216
6m The probability of winning a jackpot is l6. Find th
probabilities that one can win 2 jackpots in 3 trial
A 536 B. 572 C. 518 D 136 E 1108
7. Five cards are drawn at random from a pack of 52 witho
replacement, find the probability that five ares will
selected.
A~ P R- S A P 1 R P Ti_ O V. Mrs re o r -him no
8. An object, moving up a smooth inclined plane which makes
an angle 0 with the horizontal, decreases its speed from
v to v ms x The distance travelled in m in the -period isr
9- A worker sits in a crate which hangs alongside a building.
The worker weighs 1000 N and the crate has a weight of 250 N.
When he pulls on the rope, the force he exerts on the floor







10. Stone A is thrown vertically upward with an initial velo¬
city u, and then another stone B is being thrown with th
same speed u, downward e Which of the following is true?
A, A hits the ground with a greater velocity than B.
B. B hits the ground with a greater velocity than A.
G. The velocity with which A and B hit the ground is the
same
D. The difference in velocities of A and B is u.
E. The difference in velocities of A and B is not known.
11. An object is released from a baloon which is rising up
with a uniform velocity of 15 ms from a height of 200 m
The time for the object to reach the vround is
A. 32 s B.2 s C. 2(10) s D. 4 s E. 8 s
12. A single force F is applied to the blocks as shown. What is







13. Neglecting all fFictional forces
what is the effort required to




0 1 600 N
D 1 200 N
E 1 500 N
14 A pendulum clock gives a time which is slower than the
actual value by a few minutes per day,. The correct way to
compensate is
A. decreasing the length of the pendulum
3. increasing the length of the pendulum
C altering the angle of oscillation
D adding weights to the lower end of the pendulum.
TP U. U r
15 A uniform rod of weight 2 N is maintained in equilibrium







16. The diagram shows a body A supported by strings passing
over two pulleys with the weights attached, the svstem i:
in equilibrium with XYZ= 90






In the above diagram, the beam PQ is in equibrium. Which
equation below is true?
Theresultantofthese4par llelforcesi
A. zero
B. 700 N downward
C c 700 N upwards
D, 800 N downwards
E. 800 M i j r w n rrl«
The figure shows a heavy roller with its axle 0, which is
to be pulled to the step. Of all the forces marked, the
smallest one is as indicated hv
A weight W is to be supported by a light bell crank a
shown in the figure. Determine the horizontal force F
Tjrin r l-o mnot Vs r o- A 1 i jcirJ of A


